
The HUSBANT Narrative
One wallet to tell the entire story

On Thursday, July 7, 2022 a person who identifies himself as VMU, which is also known as
the creator/deployer of the current version of HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu (the ticker is
BITCOIN), scammed a marketing wallet from a contract which he was paid to deploy and
create, the stolen marketing wallet belong to a project that was called "UTILITY", which
was the world's first triangular token, and that's also it's unique utility.

The owner of this wallet (4c55) is the guy who gathered funds and also paid VMU, to
launch and code UTILITY and got the wallet stolen away from him, since VMU deployed
UTILITY with his own address, and not the one agreed.

The owner of 4c55 is also an old member of the BITCOIN community, which paid the Island
Boys in for the BITCOIN Island Boys collab and have contributed dramatically to the
growth of HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu, his nickname on the old telegram group was
“The CEO” and he suffered from continuous bullying.

During his active period on BSC, VMU managed to farm quite enough to deploy and
support the version of HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu you know on ETH.
Back in the days, when BITCOIN was on Binance Smart Chain, there was a big thriving
community which most of them are not present today,

It is important to say that most of the old community members were never even notified
about the relaunch and the idea was basically stolen - but some of us were always here in
the background.



Alongside the UTILITY rug, VMU launched other projects, he did this for a while to
accumulate capital and in order to deploy and relaunch the BITCOIN you know today, and
here's evidence for how he got the funds.

Among the many tokens on BSC back in the days (and there were a lot),
There was his baby, the source of pride - HUSBANT on Binance Smart Chain.
This is the address of the old HUSBANT contract:
0x5E6FEd7d586BfCc885E90Ab0e255b014Dfa48E46 [BSC]

Fundraiser Wallet b3a1 - 0x8a99aa1bb109cd053a4cfcc488772d0ff77bb3a1 [BSC]
The UTILITY token was supposed to be a friendly launch of people who trust each other,
and was handled by a wallet that VMU himself made, the following address
(0x8a99aa1bb109cd053a4cfcc488772d0ff77bb3a1) functions as the wallet that VMU
created for the purpose of the UTILITY fundraiser from the different BITCOIN/DogeBonk
community members.

Tx hash showing HUSBANT transaction from this wallet as well-
0xbc8b83e11eddf76ad3813f86b9626be8b1e707d83447a458385b85f56b319fb5

transactions of participants in the UTILITY fundraiser, funds sent to wallet b3a1 made by VMU:
0x5b79bc63cf7b084733e567e1a016235692ab302a77a9b038cf376123ce4d3dc1 [BSC}

0x97cb39d9dc2af3719fb9f9c578a52dfcb7a10f6f996d0ae81899ff01031cbf74 [BSC}

0x35c31bae94bc8381417015c7a922ab8d226ca774d7ee0c3f84784b51f43f9f30 [BSC}

0xffd3e2ac0112d8e81b995f2c79e543e4675f83022d438d626459b968674995a5 [BSC}

0xffd3e2ac0112d8e81b995f2c79e543e4675f83022d438d626459b968674995a5 [BSC}

0x742809254be76fc9a808ef58a11e9ed6ffd9a5fe922bad285a56e9ec58043b6a [BSC}

0xfb3a73a5e167aca558b6e921d0b4e227ff6dc3470b02bfa6a29f95f070a0dcf6 [BSC}

0xbae133d3b194db768942b1a1d09cee1c2b2263a8ebfbe253e78cc32b62c5e39a [BSC}

After a while, the UTILITY fundraiser wallet became active again, as a "homage" to the
theft of the wallet, and a joke between VMU and his friends, VMU transferred the stolen
market wallet funds (1412 BUSD) in this transaction back to the fundraiser b3a1 wallet
which he stole:
0xe87b6eb4a38f127c23ef8dd93b9438261f3b6b925bd20918a69cb57f332ac719 [BSC}

VMU sent funds equally (117BUSD each) to his friends, to launch a token called "PYRAMID"
(CA: 0x7e7D2B9aCc8953c92912D5abc5e39B7105e18C3a [BSC])

Here are the transactions showing VMU sending funds to his friends (and other wallets he own) so
they can buy $PYRAMID as a way to laugh and steal the UTILITY idea. (another triangle)
0x22d07b0c6e05e7ebeeb93de58b2cab0e1889f482accf26379396cfa84a57e375 [BSC}

0xcf62b212c22c85ba97a8039939ce1e49c8921baf5f6699f691f4982436cc3095 [BSC}

0xa1e872104fb2889d8a6d5e9d68cd13481b4df1fbe4e075def598b3eadcf7b4e1 [BSC}



0x68c0090b26246b728ad7ef9192f2a10fa39666956d6d907a2fd02437e3d1de87 [BSC}

0x25810d2066de839f1685eda67297cbc881329498f4fda694062237e55c9a081f [BSC}

0x615844252f2d36034a1976318c3a25620c1c7bac581818f1ecae8221f41e04dc [BSC}

0x3441657872493b3e020baec8eae9ae210f193abd453524cf8c6d0f5c90235da4 [BSC}

All of the addresses mentioned above also bought $PYRAMID. VMU dumped $PYRAMID as well
after a while. It was a project to laugh at the theft incident, to humiliate me personally.
This address deployed UTILITY - 0x98A061fDcc90fb5ff122D049195Ce32dA608440E [BSC}

and it got funded by this address: 0x8A99aa1Bb109cD053a4Cfcc488772D0fF77bB3a1 [BSC}

Tx hash showing that this wallet bought HUSBANT -
0xbc8b83e11eddf76ad3813f86b9626be8b1e707d83447a458385b85f56b319fb5 [BSC}

A couple random BITCOIN transactions (among dozens) 4c55 wallet have made:
0xf718a6ca24e378399ee26aab6b6e81a351d157e2e6eec01a1cc0660f82b0308a [BSC}

0x5e8ffd26a74d07ee613e448ad1715079d08ab93d05d152b5492274c71c4a627a [BSC}

A couple random HUSBANT transactions 4c55 wallet have made:
0xf4eb5d94757f87de31aa88217faa0379e472371c12836adf882a34bd14c25f69 [BSC}

0xc0012da1832b11ecda04f68eb71ed8c75f0134b44afc39eccaa9ff9c3dcd49bf [BSC}

A couple random UTILITY transactions 4c55 wallet have made:
0x963ac23ca9b7104d5ddfd00097de6074126ac014384e17c374d4d7b4b48a999b [BSC}

0x030b0568a709ac9e2c545f1744ace933790df41ea2d7423db4bb3fa8a9b0430f [BSC}

>after the funds got stolen, there was a failed relaunch attempt that summarized the entire thing.
UTILITY failed relaunch attempt by 4c55:
0x9a0c2d6b564dbb5c142e184dcaf8fc2516a5cd3f31a97307c3005d5f91726b14 [BSC]
Token Contract Address was 0xbb62ff5a2103c71C122484cF719F95f9d375Ae4a [BSC]

one of VMU's wallets which is still using to receive funds from FixedFloat after rugs -
0x675bae2f7438ee7929f5c4774e57a5ba62a5456b [ETH]
one of VMU's oldest wallets which is also linked to UTILITY via transfering funds to purchase:
0x1dbE3a7E5b3786AE45Dc0f30944519EC8A41F239 (and also bought $PYRAMID)
This address (F239) also functioned as the marketingFeeReceiver for $PYRAMID.
This wallet also connects him with GatesSorosJones2049Inu, which is linked to both UTILITY and
HUSBANT transactions on BSC.
linked to this address: 0x1f64aeca96fe64b1fd4c5774068b5b516d29a5fb [CA]

Old Husbant Token Portal (made by VMU): T.me/HusbantToken
[portal message deleted, evidence for VMU's presence there is documented, too]

This is the address of the UTILITY contract: 0x09F29dC4F4F6e3214e3Bd7c79D306204022b254F [BSC]
This is the address of the new BITCOIN contract: 0x72e4f9f808c49a2a61de9c5896298920dc4eeea9 [ETH]
this is the address of the old BITCOIN contract: 0x4c769928971548eb71a3392eaf66bedc8bef4b80 [BSC]



that’s how the UTILITY token concept looked

that’s how the PYRAMID stolen concept looked



On the left, a message issued by the Telegram Support back in January 31, 2022, to the owner of
wallet 4c55, claiming to go against the copyright of Warner Brothers, furtherly confirming and

proving his role as a core team in the previous version of HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu

On the right, a screenshot that got taken from the old Husbant Token group, showing VMU as the
dev. We still have an account inside that group even though the access got deleted, and all the data

such as images and chats got exported into a folder.




